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There is no doubt that the rise of e-commerce and marketplaces

on our retail landscape will have a long lasting and profound

effect on our global shopping experience over the upcoming

decades. 

PREFACE

03

In the industry whitepaper 'Retail 5.0' Duncan Painter, Chief

Executive of Ascential, which owns Retail Week, said that

“faced with the huge spending power, motivation and the

network effects of marketplaces such as Amazon and Alibaba,

we do not believe businesses can win the race to own the

consumer without using this model".

A statistic on the rise of Amazon in the US shows that in 2017

the spend on Amazon as a percentage of US retail revenue was

already at 37%.

Indeed, Statista’s predictions from their Dec 2020 report project

that in 2021 this will rise to 50% of US Retail. (2)

(1)

(3)



If businesses are to win in the next phase of retail, they should be considering their digital strategies

including marketplace platforms where they can leverage the established customer relationships they

already have to their advantage.

However, for those manufacturers and brands who are determined to maintain their brand equity and

ensure that the buying experience for consumers is still tailored, unique and special, the answer sits

largely in Direct To Consumer (D2C). 
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It's essential their D2C proposition is optimised in the digital age where Covid-19, digital

acceleration and the fragility of the high street drive more and more online purchases and

where that consumer insight can be the dialogue to help drive product development and

pricing.  Other benefits include:

Revenue growth from D2C and in other channels

due to improved brand equity

Market reach through D2C 

Improved consumer insight and personalisation

Speed to market

Ability to create advanced loyalty schemes

Wider assortment available

Reduced overheads and CAPEX for Brands with

physical stores
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KEY STATISTICS

CONSUMER MARKET

BUSINESS COMPETITION

59% of customers prefer to research products on

the manufacturer's website 

48% of consumers would consider buying domestic

appliances direct 

Since 2015 Unilever has acquired 29 D2C companies

to help build this ‘muscle’ in their organisation 

54% of manufacturers who sell D2C have also seen

growth via other channel partners due to D2C

orders being redirected to retail partners 

E-commerce UK Sales growth from 20% of sales in

2019 to predicted 26% in 2021 (30% growth) 

From 2016 to 2019 D2C Commerce grew from x3 to

x6 the rate of overall e-commerce Sales 

Volatile High Street - In the UK last year over

31,000 retail stores pulled down their shutters for

the final time 

73% of companies are now selling D2C 

96% of manufacturers are now selling D2C via their

own websites with 80% currently or planning to

sell on Facebook / Social Media 

Fig 1.1 - Key Statistics

(4)
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THE STRATEGY FOR MANUFACTURERS & BRANDS

This paper considers the key strategies and actions that will help brands and manufacturers

compete effectively alongside the presence of global marketplaces in this digital age. 

This paper considers the following key strategies:

1.    Maintaining brand equity and having a clear strategy with marketplaces and retailers

2.    The importance of the customer journey to your winning strategy

3.    Carefully considering the key building blocks of your D2C proposition 

4.    The role of physical stores and how they can be a key part of your armoury

5.    The need to get robust supply chains in place to aid consumer retention

06



Maintaining

Brand Equity 

On one hand, for startups and businesses that need to have a very

strong financial focus, there can be a really important upside to

using marketplaces to extend their customer reach.

Marketplaces can create additional revenue, help with

understanding new markets and are useful for testing products and

pricing with an active audience. 

For some products, such as batteries and light bulbs, in that

essential buy / commodity sector, a strong marketplace strategy

can be highly logical and appropriate. 

THE DEBATE AROUND THE ROLE OF

MARKETPLACES FOR BRANDS &

MANUFACTURERS IS A TOUGH ONE 
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However, on the flip side, marketplaces such as Amazon and eBay

dilute your brand equity and do not allow Brands and Manufacturers

to gain consumer insight, fully curate the consumer journey and

create personalisation with your consumer base. 

Products are clearly in a generic storefront and it's impossible to

create that immersive brand experience that could be ideal for the

evolution of your brand. 

The consumer data will also be in the hands of others - which makes

engagement with your buying community that much more difficult. 

Brands such as Nike decided in 2019 to move away from Amazon to

really control brand equity, thus severing some of their retail and

marketplace relationships.  The result has been a record share price

for Nike in recent weeks.

Adidas have just recently announced that they will follow a similar

path to Nike with 50% of global sales to be through D2C by 2025.
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THE ALTERNATIVE TO MARKETPLACES

(13)
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At Hexagon, we recently had a conversation with a well-established manufacturer, keen to really accelerate

and improve their D2C strategy in the UK. 

One of their challenges was the relationship with key retailers. They felt their retailers would react badly

to the manufacturer looking to engage with their consumers directly and “cut them out” of the retail

equation. 

Manufacturers need to be careful that the 'tail doesn’t continue to wag the dog' in this relationship.

Retail relationships are and will continue to be vitally important, but they have to support and augment the

brand proposition. 

Retailers will have to recognise that given the surge towards online and D2C sales and the fragility of the

High Street, reality means that manufacturers and brands will want to engage more directly with their

consumers (see figure 1.2).
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THE HIGH STREET CONUNDRUM 
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FIGURE 1.2: TRADITIONAL RETAIL Vs D2C 
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The Customer

Journey 

The organisations that we see winning in the D2C market are truly

obsessive around consumer centricity. They make sure this runs

through each and every consumer touchpoint from the online

website through to the delivery and aftercare.

Every consumer touchpoint is key. The goal should be to make this

process as frictionless as possible with consumer-friendly systems,

processes and ways of working which are seamlessly integrated. 

Figure 1.3 illustrates the consumer journey, the role of some

systems and enablers for that consumer journey and some of the

core internal processes that operate behind the scenes to help

create that frictionless experience.

MANUFACTURERS & BRANDS NEED A CLEAR

& CONSISTENT STRATEGY WHEN IT COMES

TO THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY 
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Customer 
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FIGURE 1.3: D2C JOURNEY - 
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One of the examples I like to use on the importance of

consumer journey was taken from a member of our team who

previously held senior operational roles at John Lewis. 

Customer insight indicated that their loyal customers were

keen to ensure that they 'wore the stripes' of the John Lewis

brand. 

Therefore, when they trialled delivery of kitchen and home

appliances via a 3rd party with a non-John Lewis white van,

this did not resonate well with their consumer base! It did not

allow their consumers to 'wear their JL stripes' or illustrate to

the neighbours the quality products they were bringing to their

home! 

John Lewis quickly acted on this feedback and made the

necessary changes to ensure this important touchpoint was in

line with the consumer journey requirements.

LISTENING TO CUSTOMERS

13



Key Building

Blocks 

Once there is clarity around the consumer you are pursuing and the

customer journey you are looking to create, it then becomes easier to

create the D2C building blocks to support that vision. 

One of the key reasons companies look to adopt a D2C model is to gain

access to consumer data.  By owning their own consumer data, the

engagement that can be cultivated before, during and after the

purchase is unbelievably advantageous and it enables a more

personalised relationship and engagement that would not be possible

through a marketplace and retail only structure. 

However, creating a strong D2C company does not happen overnight –

you must build that muscle or buy in the capability.

Recognising the market threat from smaller D2C companies, in the last

5 years Unilever has purchased 29 D2C companies to help build their

capability and offering.

CAREFULLY CONSIDERING THE KEY BUILDING

BLOCKS OF YOUR D2C PROPOSITION

14
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We have spoken with numerous companies who

are seeing D2C brands around them gaining

momentum. However, given they themselves

have traditionally been B2B based and focused

on the physical retailers, they’re struggling to

transform the necessary functions such as their

supply chain.

Figure 1.4 illustrates the key building blocks of

the D2C chain as we see it. It emphasises the

importance of consumer data at the foundation,

but also outlines the other key considerations

for companies looking to build their D2C

strategy.

At Hexagon we have built an ecosystem to cover

these building blocks called CENTRICITY™. 

The name CENTRICITY™ stems from the fact that

we believe customer centricity has to be at the

heart of an organisation’s culture to be successful

with any D2C strategy.

15

THE D2C CHAIN
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The Role of

Physical Stores 

When we think about the stores of the future, we hear words like

'experiential', 'multipurpose', 'unique' and 'social'.  It's clear that

the fundamental attraction of physical stores is because they offer

a shopping experience where consumers go to shop and socialise

with a friend or loved one rather than just to transact or buy.  

Marketplaces and online stores enable us to buy with speed and

efficiency and yet there are still many people who prefer to shop in

store and enjoy that in-person experience.  

Clearly, the number of people shopping through digital channels is

increasing.     However, this is not the time for physical retailers to

consider themselves beaten.  Established shopping habits like 'click

and collect' are a good example of online and offline presence being

used to increase sales and create store footfall.

THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICAL STORES &

HOW THEY CAN BE A KEY PART OF YOUR

ARMOURY 
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Companies such as ZARA, who have a strong online

proposition, have facilitated the creation of that 'in-person'

shopping community within their physical stores and can

continue to be the focal point of towns and cities post

lockdown(s).

Despite their lack of online proposition, Primark continues to

thrive due to a unique proposition and the value experience

they create for the consumer – that huge bagful of clothing

for under £50. 

Nike have also been very clear about their store experience.

Having severed relationships with retailers and marketplaces

that couldn't create the brand experience they're so

passionate about, their physical stores are now a beacon for

the brand.  Nike has well thought through flagship stores

prevalent in most global shopping cities.

PHYSICAL RETAIL WILL CONTINUE TO PLAY

A ROLE IN CREATING THAT IMMERSIVE

BRAND EXPERIENCE 
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Robust Supply

Chains

Due to the emergence of Covid-19, Brexit and a global agenda around

sustainability, there has never been a more important time to ensure

that as a manufacturer and brand you have a robust supply chain across

your different consumer channels.

A strong D2C proposition is key to de-risking your supply chain as it

removes the ‘middlemen’ and creates a more direct and ultimately less

complex supply chain, once optimised.  

If the Amazon phenomenon has taught us anything, it's that speed and

consistency of delivery creates consumer trust, which in turn creates

retention. 

It's imperative that manufacturers and brands who want to be known as

‘best in class’ from a D2C perspective, learn the lessons from Amazon

and continually review and improve their supply chain.

A slick, consistent, frictionless process which meets their consumer

promise, is priced correctly, and enables smooth and easy returns

where required, is the best way to win. 

THE NEED TO GET ROBUST SUPPLY CHAINS

IN PLACE TO AID CONSUMER RETENTION 
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IN SUMMARY

It has never been a more important time for manufacturers and brands to take

control of their D2C journey and optimise the customer experience. 

Marketplaces will continue to grow in prevalence over the upcoming years, but a

strong Direct to Consumer proposition alongside any physical stores should be

seen as a necessary step to ensure brand saliency and longevity with consumers.  

We see the retail market moving this way, we see consumers wishing to have this

option to buy in this way and in most sectors the competition are starting to

define and implement their strategies.  Now is not the time to be left behind...

Get in touch to find out more about how Hexagon can support your business with

our Retail, D2C & E-Commerce Consultancy Services, including our end to end

D2C offering, CENTRICITY™.

Email benwillis@hexconsultants.com

Website www.hexconsultants.com

Phone number 07800 022342
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